Take It & Make It
July 2022
Supplies List: 14in Wooden Sign Board, 1 oz red paint, ribbon, jute (to
hang your sign) craft wire, Paint brush, painters or masking tape.
To add the word Welcome we used a Cricut and adhesive vinyl. You
could also use a decal, stencils, or even freehand your letters.

Tape off center of your sign to paint, then apply your red paint.

Let paint dry completely and then remove the tape

Remove the clear plastic film from the back of your vinyl transfer.

Carefully place it on the center of your sign over the red painted area.

Smooth into place and slowly pull the clear transfer tape leaving the
white letters on the sign.

Attach the bow (bow instructions on next page) using the craft wire.
Thread the jute through the pre drilled holes and tie off

Bow Instructions
Locate the ribbon in your craft kit.

Make a small loop for the center
of the bow.

Twist the tail of the ribbon to keep
the pattern on the outside of the
loops. Hold it securely below the
center loop.

Make a loop on one side of the
center loop. This will be one of
four side loops.

Twist the ribbon where it collects
below the center loop to keep the
pattern on the outside.

Continue making loops and
twisting the ribbon where it
meets in the center until you
have two loops on each side
of the center loop.

With the rest of the ribbon,
make a large loop at the
bottom of the bow,
overlapping the last inch of
ribbon beneath the center of
the bow.
Secure the center loop, all of
the ribbon twists, and the end
of the ribbon with wire tightly.

Cut the center of the large
loop at the bottom of the
bow to create your tails.

Fluff and arrange loops and
tails to your liking.

